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To Ted,
the inspiration for every hero I write. 

I love you.
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. .

One

T he rumble from someone’s stomach on the bench behind me stirred 
up an answer in my own empty belly. As was often the case in the win-

ter, this church meeting had lasted longer than normal. I forced myself 
not to shift my weight on the hard wooden bench and tried to ignore 
the numbness that had overtaken my backside a good hour ago. Instead, 
I focused on Bishop Beiler’s message. Or attempted to. The bishop had 
made his point multiple times, but he had yet to run out of different 
ways to say the same thing. Ya, we understood that true peace came only 
from God, and we knew that complete commitment, patience, and con-
stant prayer were the keys to living in that peace. How many times did 
he have to repeat the point?

A sudden rush of guilt washed over me, and I did fidget then. My 
thoughts had just proved the bishop’s point. Patience was a virtue I strug-
gled to attain, and more often than not I lost the skirmish with my res-
tive nature. And what was the result? Irritation with others and with 
myself, which demolished the very divine peace Bishop Beiler spoke of 
at such length.

Gott, forgive me. Teach me patience, beginning now.
With a renewed awareness of my own shortcomings, I spared a glance 
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, Virginia Smith8

across the room, where the women’s dresses formed a harmonious rain-
bow of quiet color. The Schrocks’ house possessed a room large enough 
for the community to attend the twice-monthly church services, though 
we all sat shoulder-touching-shoulder. No one minded. This arrange-
ment was far better than a cold barn, which was where some of us hosted 
the service when our turn came around. My gaze settled on Hannah, 
my wife of just four months. Proof that the Lord I served was, indeed, 
a merciful God. Her lovely face was turned upward as she focused her 
attention forward, her brow slightly furrowed as though in deep con-
centration on the bishop’s words. No doubt she was compiling a list of 
questions to ask me on the way home. She always did, insisting that we 
discuss the details of the sermon, asking my opinion on various points. 
Some of which, to be honest, I hadn’t heard. 

That the good Lord had given me a woman as intelligent as she was 
lovely was further proof of His mercy for me. The fact that He’d refilled 
my tormented heart and empty bed…

Swallowing, I forced my thoughts away from the lingering pain that 
would forever accompany reminders of the loss three years ago that 
shook my world to the very foundations. Instead, I made myself focus 
on the words of the man standing at the front of the room.

Thankfully, he chose that moment to wind up the lengthy sermon 
with one final admonition—a quote from the Confession of Faith.

“May the Lord through His grace make us all fit and worthy, that no 
such calamity may befall any of us; but that we may be diligent, and so 
take heed to ourselves, that we may be found of Him in peace, without 
spot, and blameless. Amen.”

The last word served as benediction as well as permission for a moment 
of fidgeting, and the men all around me shifted on their benches to 
relieve the stiffness of muscles denied the luxury of movement for nearly 
three hours. Bishop Beiler took his seat, and a communal breath was 
drawn and held. Would any of the other ministers feel led to add to the 
main sermon? A long silence stretched on as we waited. Breaths were 
expelled cautiously as we realized none of the other men gathered in the 
front of the room intended to speak on the subject. I formed a grateful 
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The Amish Widower . 9

prayer in my mind, further proof that my struggle to attain the patience 
of which the bishop spoke was not yet won.

Apparently, I wasn’t the only one whose patience with the overly long 
sermon had expired. We hurried through the remainder of the service 
with unusual haste, and were then dismissed.

Jacob Schrock, the host of today’s church service, addressed us as we 
rose. “We welcome you to share our lunch of meat and cheese, along 
with some of Abigail’s gut bread and apple butter.”

Indeed, the yeasty aroma of recently baked bread lingered in the 
air. The smell had plagued my empty stomach during the entire service. 
I glanced across the room at Hannah, who had stood and was brush-
ing at a wrinkle in the lilac fabric of her skirt. She met my gaze, and I 
raised an eyebrow in an unspoken question. At the quick shake of her 
head, I smiled. The communal meal following a worship service was an 
enjoyable part of church Sundays during the summer, when the children 
could be let loose to run in the grass and burn off their energy, while the 
adults visited and the young people flirted. In the cold months of winter 
I was just as happy to miss the meal and hurry home to a lunch of sand-
wiches and chunky applesauce. Even more so because Hannah’s parents 
and younger schweschders, with whom we lived, would probably take 
advantage of Abigail Schrock’s hospitality. Rare were the times Hannah 
and I had the house to ourselves. 

A small number of the community filed outside with us, our breath 
forming clouds of steam in the frigid air. While I waited for Hannah, I 
stamped my feet on the frozen ground and clasped the edges of my coat 
together against the cold.

“Guder mariye, Seth.” Josiah Graber approached and stood beside me. 
“A gut main sermon today, ya?”

His lips twisted into a teasing smile that told me he, too, thought the 
bishop’s sermon had lasted far longer than his message. We were of an 
age, Josiah and I, and because his family’s farm bordered my father’s, we 
had spent much of our childhood together. We’d enjoyed many a riot-
ous outing during our rumspringas and had shared our deepest thoughts 
with one another, our reserves lowered and our words fueled by large 
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quantities of the beer we both eschewed when we joined the church. 
Sometimes I knew the way Josiah’s thoughts ran simply by the expres-
sion on his face. No doubt he knew the same about mine.

“Ya,” I answered with a nod, my own lips curved into an answering 
grin. “The bishop has much wisdom, and is generous to share it with us 
fully.” 

The glint in his eyes told me he understood my comment, and we 
both broke into laughter. We were still laughing when Hannah and Ella, 
Josiah’s wife, exited the house and joined us.

“Sorry to keep you waiting in the cold,” Hannah said, coming to my 
side. “I wanted to hold the Yoders’ new boppli.”

“She’s a precious little baby, isn’t she?” Ella shifted her two-year-old 
from one hip to the other and pinned a teasing look on Hannah. “I 
thought for a while you weren’t going to give her back to her mamm. You 
had that baby hungry look in your eyes.”

Hannah and I exchanged a quick glance, and then she lowered her 
gaze. About her lips hovered a secretive smile that sent a tingle of fear 
through the base of my skull. I pushed the emotion away as the five of 
us headed for the pasture, where forty or so buggies waited in more-or-
less straight lines.

When we approached Josiah’s buggy, he took his son from Ella and 
I helped her climb up. 

“How is that new Saddlebred working out for you?” he asked.
I glanced at our rig, where my new horse, hitched to the buggy, 

stamped his hooves on the frozen ground much as I had moments before. 
“He’s a bit skittish,” I admitted. “The Englisch man I bought him from 

said he’d been trained to pull, but I don’t think he’s spent much time in 
the harness.”

Ella reached down to take the toddler from Josiah, a scowl carving 
creases at the sides of her mouth. “You can’t trust the Englisch.”

“Oh, that’s not true.” My softhearted Hannah shook her head. “Most 
of them are as honest as Amish men. And besides, Lars is a fine horse.” 
She smiled toward our rig. “He’s just young, that’s all. He needs time to 
become accustomed to his new job.”
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The Amish Widower . 11

The confidence in her gaze as she looked at the horse she’d named 
Lars soothed the nagging doubt that I’d been hoodwinked by the Eng-
lisch horse salesman. Hannah had accompanied me to select the animal, 
and she had taken a shine to Lars immediately. I had my eye on a dif-
ferent animal, several years older with a sturdier build, but she argued 
that Lars—she’d named him on the spot—would fill out as he grew. The 
good news she’d shared with me only the night before had created a ten-
der spot in me for my beautiful wife, part excitement and part fearful 
anxiety, so that I could deny her nothing that day. Lars had come home 
with us, hitched to the back of the buggy pulled by her daed ’s horse.

“Besides,” Hannah went on, “we’ve only hitched him to our court-
ing buggy, which is pretty light. When he’s used to that, we’ll let him try 
Daed ’s family wagon. The heavier load will settle him.”

We bid Josiah and Ella goodbye, and made our way toward our own 
rig. Hannah gave Lars a gentle rub on the muzzle as we passed, and he 
responded with an equine nod and a welcoming nicker. I couldn’t help 
but laugh. The animal was obviously as fond of Hannah as she was of 
him.

I placed my hands on her waist, still slender beneath her thick black 
coat, and lifted her onto the bench. As Hannah had mentioned, we 
owned only a small courting buggy that seated two. Because of its open 
carriage it was a pretty cold ride in the winter, but it did provide the 
option of riding alone with my wife.

Someday soon I’d need to look into an enclosed buggy, suitable for 
a family.

While I rounded the front, my gaze swept over the fittings, and I gave 
a tug to the leather pocket to make sure the shaft was settled securely. 
When I climbed up beside Hannah, she scooted close and covered my 
lap with the thick quilts she’d already spread across herself. I clucked my 
tongue and gently shook the reins, and Lars lurched forward. 

The buggy jerked, and Hannah gave a startled laugh. “Looks like Lars 
was eager for the service to end too.”

I looked sideways at her. “Too? Did you think the bishop’s sermon 
was a little long?”
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“Not me, silly. You. I saw you fidgeting.”
She shifted nearer, whether for warmth or simply to be closer to me, 

I didn’t know or care. The feel of our sides pressed together the length of 
our bodies, even with several thick layers of clothing between us, settled 
a comfortable feeling in the pit of my stomach that generated a warmth 
all its own.

“I didn’t fidget. I made a point of not fidgeting.”
“Maybe, but your eyes were fixed more often on me than on the 

bishop.” She tilted her head and displayed a charming dimple. “I always 
notice when you’re watching me.”

“And who could blame me? You’re much prettier to look at than 
Bishop Beiler.” I grinned as I applied the reins to steer Lars from the 
Schrocks’ property onto the road just behind Josiah’s rig. Soon the clip-
clop of a dozen horses’ hooves on the pavement filled the chilly air as the 
line of buggies carrying people who had opted not to stay for Abigail’s 
bread and apple butter made their way home.

Hannah broke the silence. “I think Ella guessed our secret. She 
watched me with such a knowing expression while I was cuddling the 
baby.”

Again, the familiar shaft of fear shot down my spine. As though she 
sensed my reaction, my wife slipped a hand onto my thigh beneath the 
cover of the quilt and gave my leg a comforting squeeze. 

“There’s nothing to fear, Seth. Doesn’t the Bible say, Fear not?” With a 
final squeeze, she withdrew her hand. “I will be fine. You’ll see.”

How I longed to share her confidence. But though she had devel-
oped an uncanny knack for guessing my thoughts, she could not see the 
vivid memories that haunted me, nor feel the depth of my horror at the 
sight of my first wife lying in bed, white faced and weary, the coverings 
around her stained with the evidence of yet another miscarriage. Sweet 
Rachel, whom I’d loved since childhood, had not survived the night. A 
few days later, another grave was dug in the community’s cemetery, and 
Rachel was buried holding our tiny but perfectly formed son.

But that was three years ago, and God had been gracious to me. I’d 
never thought it possible to love another woman until Hannah’s family 
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moved to Lancaster County and bought a farm in our small district. 
What she saw in me, a grief-stricken widower, the second son of his father 
with few prospects besides working as a hired hand on the family farm, I 
could not imagine. But I thanked God for her, for my second chance at 
happiness, every day of my life.

Still, when Hannah revealed to me that we would welcome a child of 
our own in the summer, I couldn’t stop the fearful thoughts that coursed 
through my mind. What if she miscarried? Rachel’s gut-wrenching  
sobs in the night after the first two losses haunted my dreams. And my 
own inaction, which caused her death. Why hadn’t I overruled her and 
insisted on taking her to the hospital when the bleeding started in the 
third pregnancy? Why had I allowed her to continue with the house-
hold chores?

That’s why I insisted that Hannah not share our good news with any-
one, even family, until the evidence became obvious in her thickening 
waist. And I had already determined, though I had not yet told her, that 
at the first sign of distress I would hire a car and take her to the hospi-
tal. No dallying around, waiting for spotting to stop, drinking herbal 
concoctions that the midwife brought. I would take no chances with 
my Hannah.

The road climbed a slight incline, and Lars responded with a surge of 
energy and an increase in pace. Josiah’s buggy was several lengths ahead 
of us, and I preferred to maintain a safe distance.

I reached for the brake lever. “Whoa, there,” I called in a low voice, 
at the same time applying the gentlest force. Lars responded with a toss 
of his head, and his hooves clapped loudly against the pavement as he 
pranced against the restraint.

Hannah laughed. “Maybe he was trained to be a racehorse before 
he learned to pull. He wants to be in the front, not following tamely 
behind.”

“He needs to learn who’s in control.” I pulled a bit more firmly on 
the brake lever.

The roar of an engine behind us heralded the approach of a car. A 
loud rattle gave evidence of a damaged muffler, and as the automobile 
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approached the line of buggies, the driver revved the engine, filling the 
air with a thunderous clatter. I glanced back. A rusty green vehicle with 
two occupants zoomed toward us, close enough that, when it passed the 
rearmost buggy, less than a yard’s space separated the side window from 
the buggy’s wheel. The horn began to honk, and the passenger window 
lowered.

“Hey, Aim-ish,” a young man shouted. “Pretty cold outside. You got 
heaters in them things?”

The car passed the second and third buggies, both of which edged as 
far to the right of the buggy lane as possible.

“What are they doing?” Hannah’s voice held a note of concern. 
“Englisch teenagers.” I tugged on the leather strap to direct Lars closer 

to the edge of the pavement. For the most part, Englisch and Amish lived 
a peaceful coexistence in Lancaster County, but every so often we were 
subjected to jeers and taunts about our simple ways.

Lars snorted, his ears jerking to stiff attention as his neck shot upward 
like a giraffe’s. The car gained speed as it neared. Laughter from the young 
Englisch man leaning halfway out the lowered window was drowned out 
by the loud rattle of the inoperative muffler, which roared through the 
cold afternoon air. Lars tossed his head, clearly jittery, and I wrapped the 
leather reins firmly around my hand as the car approached us.

“Easy now,” I said in a tone as soothing as I could make it, but the ner-
vous horse probably couldn’t hear because the driver chose the moment 
he zoomed past us to lay on his horn.

Lars bolted. The buggy shot forward, and Hannah gave a startled 
shout as she grasped the edge of the bench for balance. 

“Whoa!” I called, pulling back on the reins with one hand and the 
brake lever with the other. 

In response, Lars issued a high-pitched neigh that sounded eerily 
like a human screech. He tried to dash forward, but the buggy’s brakes 
and my firm grip on the reins impeded his progress. Instead of forward, 
he bolted sideways. The front wheel of the buggy slid off the pavement, 
and the resulting lurch jolted Hannah and me across the bench. The 
horse’s hooves tromped on the frozen ground beside the road. Fighting 
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desperately to regain control, I couldn’t be sure what happened next. 
Perhaps Lars’s hooves slid on a patch of ice, or maybe it was the wheel. I 
found myself pitched sideways, my body crashing into Hannah’s, as the 
buggy tilted at an impossible angle.

We’re going to flip.
The certainty struck me a second before the horse fell, taking the 

buggy with him. Hannah screamed as the buggy teetered and then 
careened sideways. Her hands flailed the air, reaching for something to 
anchor her as she was pitched forward. Releasing the reins, I grabbed for 
her while holding on to the brake lever for stability. Our hands grappled 
for each other, but my fingers closed around nothing. Hannah became 
airborne. For a split second I saw her, terror plain on the face she turned 
my way, and then she tumbled headfirst toward the icy ground for a 
heartbeat before the buggy crashed. Her scream, high and piercing, cut 
off abruptly.

I managed to kick off the floorboard and flew through the air. With 
a jolt that knocked the breath from my lungs, I hit the ice a few feet clear 
of the overturned buggy. Something in my shoulder snapped, and I was 
dimly aware that pain shot through my body. I climbed to my feet, try-
ing to gulp air into my paralyzed lungs, and staggered toward the place 
where my wife lay unmoving, pinned beneath the front wheel.

“Hannah!”
My cry came out as a choked sob as I reached for her, intent on free-

ing her from the buggy’s crushing weight. My right arm refused to co -
operate, but I grabbed for her with my left.

“Seth, no.” Strong hands halted me. Josiah’s. “It’s not safe to move her.”
The sense of his words cut through my stunned brain. If the fall 

had damaged her spine, moving her could prove disastrous. Instead, I 
fell to my knees beside her, dimly aware that we were surrounded by 
black-garbed people. A woman’s quiet sobs rose toward the frigid sky as 
Josiah directed someone to run quick for the nearest phone and call an 
ambulance.

I crept forward, my eyes fixed on my wife’s face. Her kapp had been 
torn off, and I reached to smooth a lock of honey-blond hair away from 
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her eyes. As my finger touched her skin, a terrible realization struck me 
with the weight of a millstone, dragging me down into a dark despair 
that was both devastating and horribly familiar. 

No ambulance could help her. My Hannah was dead.
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One Year Later

Milk streamed into the pail in a rhythmic pattern my hands per-
formed automatically. My right shoulder ached, and I paused for 

a moment to stretch my arm. Though I’d regained full range of motion 
after the surgery that repaired the tendons and bones injured during the 
accident, a nagging pain in the damaged muscles persisted. The Englisch 
surgeon said it probably always would. It was an ache I must learn to live 
with, to ignore and move on.

I had many such pains, my shoulder the least of them.
The cow stood patiently as I drained her udder, her tail giving a peri-

odic swish as if to shoo a fly from her flank. The gesture was habit only 
because flies were rare during the winter months. At least Caroline took 
care to avoid my head resting against her warm side. Our other milk cow, 
Delilah, lived up to her name. She maintained a far less accepting atti-
tude toward milking. More than once I’d felt the painful flick of her tail 
across my cheek. 

My bruder Aaron laughed at me when I once told him that Delilah 
took a perverse pleasure in slapping at me, but he didn’t know our cows 
as well as I did. Though they looked nearly identical, they had distinct 
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personalities. Delilah, outwardly as docile as a proper milk cow should 
be, harbored a pent-up streak of rebellion that occasionally broke free in 
small but frustrating ways. I’d learned to place the bucket carefully and 
keep a sharp eye on her hind legs, ready to grab the handle and rescue 
the milk from her well-aimed kicks. 

I never had to worry about mild-natured Caroline, who always seemed 
grateful to be relieved of the pressure in her heavy udder. As if to prove my 
point, Caroline turned her head and fixed a deep brown eye on me. Her 
placid expression was almost kind, as if to say, I would never hurt you, Seth.

With a smile at my own fanciful thoughts, I gave her girth an affec-
tionate slap. My mind often wandered down wayward paths during this 
quiet time of milking. I always began the twice-daily chore intending 
to spend the time in prayer, and felt guilty when I ended up pondering 
something frivolous, such as bovine personalities.

But better shallow thoughts than the dire memories that returned so 
often to plague me, bringing with them the pain that carved fresh gouges 
in my heart every day.

Gott, show me the way to peace. I beseech You for mercy.
I shut my eyes against the two visions that haunted me so often they had 

become intertwined. Two beautiful women. Two wives. Two tragic deaths. 
And both my fault.
Forgive me. The often-repeated prayer cried out from an agony rooted 

deeply in my soul. But relief did not come. It never did.
The creaking of the barn door alerted me to someone’s approach. I 

lifted my head and leaned sideways on my stool, craning to see around 
Caroline. Night had fully fallen during my time in the barn, and the 
light from the oil lamp cast a warm glow on my sister-in-law, Saloma, as 
she slipped inside.

“Hello.” She cradled a steaming mug between her hands. “I thought 
you’d like some coffee to warm you.”

“Danke.” I didn’t tell her that my hands were already warm from their 
labor, but I took the mug with a grateful nod and sipped from it before 
returning to my chore.

Saloma leaned against the shelf where the lamp flickered and rubbed 
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her upper arms briskly. The roundness of her belly showed starkly in the 
golden light, the cause of yet another stab of pain that I experienced a 
dozen or more times a day.

“Where is your cape?” I asked, my tone slightly chiding. “You 
shouldn’t be out in the cold without it.”

She gave me a soft smile. “I’ll be fine for the short walk to the barn 
and back. I wanted to ask you something. A favor.”

The flow of Caroline’s milk slowed. I made sure each teat had been 
fully emptied, and then moved the nearly full pail to rest beside the oth-
ers, ready to strain and run through the separator.

“What do you need?” I asked as I resettled my hat on my head.
“Can you take Mamm and Becky and me to Strasburg tomorrow? I 

want to shop for a gift for my schweschder, and Mamm would like to stop 
by the fabric store.”

Saloma’s schweschder and brother-in-law, who married last October, 
had spent the winter months visiting their relatives, as was our tradition 
for newly married couples. Because Johann’s family cabinet shop had 
received several large jobs and could not spare him every weekend, the 
couple had been forced to limit their visits and were only now finishing 
the rounds. The host family customarily bestowed wedding gifts during 
these visits, so naturally Saloma would want to find something nice to 
give her schweschder.

A string of memories flitted through my mind. Gifts I’d received 
from Rachel’s family, and later, from Hannah’s. I’d left them all with my 
former in-laws. I didn’t need them, and certainly didn’t want the visual 
reminder of my failure as a husband. The memories were painful enough.

In an instant, the impact of Saloma’s request slammed against me, 
nearly knocking me from the milking stool. My body turned to stone. 
An unbearable weight pressed against my chest, making breathing 
impossible. I was being asked to drive a pregnant woman. The warm 
glow of the oil lamp disappeared as a heavy darkness descended over me, 
and the barn became as black as the cavern in my soul.

Why would they ask this of me? Do they not know? Can’t they under-
stand? What if…
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I could not finish the thought. Drive the women to Strasburg? No. I 
could not do it. I would not.

With the hard-won control that I had nearly perfected over the 
past year, I kept my features rigid while I battled the panic that gripped 
my chest. Amish men must exercise strict discipline, regardless of the 
strength of the emotions that raged inside.

Forcing my chest to expand, I drew in a deep breath. When I could 
move, I turned my back on Saloma under the excuse of retrieving the 
post-milking disinfectant from the shelf on the back wall. 

“I’m sorry, but tomorrow we are doing repairs to the chicken coop. 
Aaron needs my help.”

“I asked Aaron, and he said between him and Noah and Daed, he 
could spare you if you don’t mind the trip.”

Aaron, my oldest bruder and Saloma’s husband, ran the farm. Two 
years ago, Daed had suffered a stroke, mild enough that he could still 
function, but he moved slower, and with a shuffling step that wasn’t as 
steady as before. Aaron had slowly taken over more and more of the 
management of the farm since that time. Ownership of the family farm 
would have come to him eventually anyway, so Daed ’s condition merely 
accelerated the transition in leadership. 

Of course Aaron could spare me. Between him, Daed, and my 
brother-in-law, Noah, they could handle everything that needed to be 
done. I was nothing more than an extra pair of hands, largely super fluous 
except during the growing season, when tending the land required more 
effort. The widower bruder who took up space in the overcrowded house.

Using slow, measured movements at odds with the turbulence in my 
soul, I applied the disinfectant to Caroline’s teats. Only when I was cer-
tain I could speak in an even tone did I answer.

“I am happy to hitch the buggy for you, but the trip is only nine miles. 
Between you and Becky, I’m sure you can manage the driving.”

I returned the disinfectant to its place on the shelf and turned to find 
that Saloma had crossed the distance between us. She stood a mere foot 
away, peering up into my face with eyes so full of compassion that some-
thing twisted in my chest.
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“It is time, Seth.” 
Her low tone was infused with an unspoken message. She knew full 

well what she was asking. How stupid of me to think that my family, 
those with whom I spent my daily life, had not noticed that I had not 
driven a buggy since the accident. I’d ridden with others, but not once 
had I taken up the reins myself.

A wild rage rose up from the dark emptiness in me. Angry blood 
heated my face, and my pulse pounded in my ears. It was not their place 
to decide when the time had come for me to do anything. What busi-
ness was I of theirs? 

Immediately, I stuffed the anger down. Of course I was their busi-
ness. I was family.

And maybe they were right. It had been a year. The fact that they 
trusted me—that Aaron trusted me with his wife and unborn child—
snuffed out the last flicker of fury. Maybe it was time.

Drawing a deep breath into lungs that still resisted, I managed a nod. 
“Ya. I will drive you.” Did Saloma have any idea the effort those words 
cost me?

If so, she gave no sign. A soft smile curved her lips. “Gut.” Then she 
clapped her hands and grinned. “We can treat ourselves to lunch at 
Katie’s Kitchen.”

For her benefit, I forced a smile. “That will be fun.”
When she’d left the barn, I untied Caroline and carried the milk 

pails to the attached shed, where we kept the separator. Working hard 
to clear my mind of turmoil, I focused instead on the task at hand. First 
I poured the fresh milk through the strainer and then into the separa-
tor. While I rotated the handle, I kept an eye on the cream spout, which 
had been known to leak if the cream screw loosened. Cream trickled in 
a steady stream into the pail I set in place, while the skimmed milk ran 
into a bucket below. 

When Naomi and Johann visited, I’d need to stay in the daadi haus 
with my grossmammi so they could sleep in my room. To be honest, I’d 
thought a lot about moving there permanently. When Saloma’s baby 
arrived, that would bring the total number living in the main house to 
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ten. The three little ones—two belonging to Saloma and Aaron, and one 
to my schweschder Becky and her husband, Noah—occupied the nurs-
ery already. Noah had plans to buy a farm of his own, but that was a few 
years away. My grossmammi, Mammi, would welcome me in the daadi 
haus, which was connected to the big house by a breezeway, but there 
was only one bedroom. I didn’t mind sleeping on a pallet on the floor 
for a few nights, but permanently? And one day she would be gone, and 
Mamm and Daed would live there. 

The separator can emptied. I moved the skim milk to one side, ready 
to feed to our hog, and then proceeded to strain the other pail of whole 
milk for the family’s use. The cream would be picked up by the milk 
truck in the morning, ready for sale.

What I needed to do was find another place to live. Aaron didn’t need 
me here. Oh, he would never say that. I would always be welcome, and 
especially once Noah and Becky left. I could even build a small house on 
the property next to the daadi haus where I could live alone, out of every-
one’s way. Though Aaron was perfectly capable of running the farm on 
his own, he’d be glad of the extra pair of hands.

But that’s what I would always be—an extra.

5

I awoke the next morning to a tightness in my chest that was famil-
iar, but more intense than usual. Today I would take the women of my 
family to Strasburg. I would hitch up the horse, take up the reins, and 
guide our family buggy down nine miles of paved road. My hands trem-
bled as I slipped my suspenders over my shoulders. Darkness hovered 
at the edge of my thoughts like a storm cloud, black with rain and rum-
bling with thunder. 

Light of the world, shine on us this day.
With an effort, I stilled my trembling hands and descended the stairs.
An air of excitement hovered around the breakfast table. The women 

anticipated the treat of the day’s outing. Mamm smiled brighter than 
usual as she wished me “Guder mariye.” She set a platter of thick-sliced 
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fried ham in the center of the table, the source of the savory aroma that 
filled the house.

Daed had already taken his place at the head of the table, where he 
perused the latest issue of the Budget. At the stove, Becky ladled gravy from 
a skillet with one hand and bounced little Sadie on her hip with the other. 

The thunder of small footsteps pounded down the stairs, heralding 
the arrival of my three-year-old nephews. Saloma turned from her place 
at the work counter, a pan of gooey cinnamon rolls in her hands, and 
leveled a stern look on her twins.

“No running in the house,” she commanded. “Did you wash your 
hands?”

Mark nodded, while Luke extended his arms and splayed his fingers 
as proof.

“Okay, then. Go to the table and practice sitting still.”
“Wike at church?” Luke asked.
“Lllllllike,” she repeated, emphasizing the proper way to pronounce 

the L. “Exactly like at church.”
Both boys groaned as they climbed onto their chairs. Putting my dis-

comfort out of my mind, I hid a grin as I slid onto my own. Three hours 
was a long time for little ones to sit quietly. Especially boys with as much 
energy as these two. I sympathized completely. Many were the times 
Aaron and I drew stern, disapproving glares from Mamm when we were 
young and failed to contain our boyish restlessness during the service.

“At least now you only have to sit still for a few minutes,” I offered by 
way of consolation.

Identical grins flashed onto their faces as Becky set a huge bowl of 
creamy gravy beside the ham. Next followed Mammi with a dish of fried 
potatoes and onions.

Noah and Aaron descended the stairs together just as Saloma added 
a bowl of fluffy scrambled eggs. 

“Did you wash your hands?” she asked her husband with a playful 
smile as he took his seat. 

With the same gesture as his son, Aaron held up his hands for inspec-
tion. “Yes, ma’am. Even used soap.”
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The table laden with food and the full complement of family seated, 
a comfortable silence fell. Daed lowered his head, eyes closed, and we all 
did the same. I mentally formed a prayer of thanksgiving, for the bounty 
of food and for each person around the table. I’d just moved on to the 
topic most heavy on my heart, our safety during the day’s journey, when 
the silence was broken by eighteen-month-old Sadie babbling a string 
of unintelligible words. I cracked open an eye to see Becky put a finger 
over her daughter’s lips and make a show of closing her eyes and bowing 
her head. The toddler did fall silent, but her bright eyes circled the table. 
She giggled when she caught me looking at her, and with a quick grin I 
shut my eyes and continued my prayer.

“Amen.” Daed ended the prayer and reached for the eggs in front of 
him. “While you’re in town, would you stop at Zimmerman’s and pick 
up a can of creosote conditioner?”

An everyday errand, one such as any man might perform during a 
perfectly normal outing to town. The task gave me a measure of com-
fort. “Ya, sure.” 

“Oh, good!” Becky grinned across the table at Saloma. “I love 
Zimmerman’s.”

Zimmerman’s Hardware Store stocked a huge variety of items, every-
thing from kitchen mops to tractor parts. A person could wander up 
and down the aisles for hours, though I hoped Becky didn’t plan on 
spending that much time there. At least they offered a few well-placed 
benches up near the front where I could wait until the women were fin-
ished browsing. 

“I want to stop by Eldreth Pottery for sure.” Saloma ladled a helping 
of gravy over the fried potatoes on her plate. “I think I can find some-
thing nice for my sister there.”

Mark raised his head and fixed an eager glance on his mamm. “Can 
we go?”

Hope sprang into his bruder’s eyes as well as they awaited the answer.
Without hesitation, Saloma replied with a firm, “No. You and Sadie 

will stay with Mammi and Grossdaadi. This shopping trip is for grown-
up women only.”
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A forkful of eggs hovering in front of my mouth, I cleared my throat.
She shot an apologetic look toward me. “And Onkel Seth because he 

is driving us.”
Both boys drooped.
“On the way, I’d like to stop by Lettie Miller’s to return a book I bor-

rowed from her,” Mamm said. “Would that be okay, Seth?”
Something in her tone put me on alert, and I looked toward her. She 

calmly sliced a bite of ham and speared it with her fork, her expression 
serene. A bit too serene, perhaps? I intercepted a quick glance between 
Saloma and Becky, and then they, too, became absorbed in their plates. 
The three definitely had a plan, something they’d not shared with me.

It didn’t take much pondering to figure out what that plan might be. 
If I remembered correctly, Lettie Miller had two unmarried daughters 
living at home.

A shock of certainty slapped at me. I laid my fork on the edge of my 
plate and sat back in my chair. Recent comments rose up from memory, 
innocent enough at the time that I had not put them together. Mamm’s 
soft gaze as she said good night and added, “I worry about you, Seth. I 
do not want you to be lonely.” And yesterday, Saloma’s comment as I 
swooped one of the twins up into the air and his giggles pealed. “The 
boys love you so. You are good with children.” She had not added, “It’s 
a shame you don’t have any of your own,” because that would have been 
too hurtful, but I saw the unspoken comment in her eyes. Innocent and 
caring remarks in themselves, but combined they led to a conclusion.

The women in my family were plotting to find me a third wife. 
I waged a private battle while staring at the food in front of me, tak-

ing care to keep my face frozen into a placid expression. So driving was 
not sufficient progress toward my recovery. Apparently, they had decided 
that one year of being a widower was long enough. Pain and anger flared 
in equal measures. Anger, because I could not believe these women who 
loved me could be so blind to my still-raw grief. Didn’t they know that 
the agony of Hannah’s tragic death had not receded even a tiny bit? That 
the sound of Rachel’s last, unsteady breath haunted me when I lay in my 
bed listening to the night sounds from the other rooms in the house? 
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Pain, because I relived the moments before the accident over and over, 
torturing myself with questions. 

Had I pulled too hard on the brake lever, and thus aggravated skit-
tish Lars’s panic over the sound of the automobile’s horn? Had my weight 
crashing against Hannah as I grappled for her hand proven to be the tip-
ping point, like the proverbial straw that broke the camel’s back? What 
if, instead of leaning toward her, I’d thrown myself in the opposite direc-
tion and used my weight as a counterbalance? Would it have made a dif-
ference and kept the buggy on all four wheels? Or what if I’d done the 
reverse—flung myself toward her, grabbed her by the waist and kicked 
off the floorboard with enough force that we both would be thrown far 
enough that the buggy wouldn’t have crushed her?

An awkward silence around me drew me from my torment, and I 
realized everyone was staring at me, waiting for an answer to Mamm’s 
question. Fighting for a controlled tone, I nodded, “Ya, of course we can 
stop by the Millers’.”

Let Mamm return her book, and let all of them take a moment to visit 
with the Miller women. I would wait in the buggy.
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